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Trial Pros: Orrick's Claudia Frost 

Law360, New York (May 31, 2016, 2:18 PM ET) --  

Claudia Wilson Frost has handled dozens of jury trials in her 30-plus year career as a 
trial lawyer, appellate advocate and strategist. Her experience includes commercial 
and intellectual property litigation in oil and gas and energy, products liability, 
telecommunications, technology and financial services. In IP, she has been lead or 
co-lead counsel in over 50 patent infringement cases; has argued many Markman 
hearings; has tried patent infringement cases to verdict; has represented parties in 
Section 337 actions in the ITC; and has argued significant cases in the Federal 
Circuit. 
 
Frost has been recognized for her practice. She was recently named one of 
Law360's "20 Most Influential Woman in IP Law." She is also recognized in 
Euromoney's Guide to Leading U.S. Litigators, Guide to Leading World Litigators and Guide to the World's 
Leading Women in Business Law. 
 
Frost is a member of the American Board of Trial Advocates, a fellow in the American Academy of Appellate 
Lawyers and is certified by the Texas Board of Legal Specialization in both Civil Trial Law and in Civil 
Appellate Law. 
 
Q: What’s the most interesting trial you've worked on and why?  
 
A: This is a really tough question as I have been fortunate to have worked on many interesting cases. That 
said, one trial experience that stands out is a 3 month jury trial in federal court in Texas earlier in my career. 
We represented the plaintiff. The claims included fraud, breach of fiduciary duty and civil RICO relating to 
allegedly unauthorized land transactions by the former president of a savings and loan along with others. 
We became involved in the case after discovery was closed and the case was set for trial in three-four 
months with no further continuances available. When one of the lead counsel fell ill, we were asked to join 
forces with counsel who had been representing the plaintiff since the inception of the case. We divided the 
case into thirds with each of the three lead lawyers taking responsibility for a defendant group. My 
defendant was the former bank president and central figure in the alleged enterprise. The case was 
complex and the discovery had been massive. Because the pretrial preparation time was limited, on many 
nights after trial we would divide responsibility for the supporting witnesses among our group and would 
read the deposition and summary (often for the first time) and prepare our cross or direct for the next day. 
 
One of the things that made this case so interesting for me was the challenge it presented — a subject 
matter and statutory paradigm I was not that familiar with and had to learn in a hurry, a factual learning 
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curve that was steeper than I had encountered before, working with a team of lawyers I had only known for 
a few months and representing a client whose company’s survival rested on this case. 
 
Another thing that made the case so interesting was the opportunity to learn from an experienced former 
federal prosecutor who was a seasoned criminal RICO trial lawyer. Many of his trial skills, tactics and 
methods I tried to emulate and have incorporated into my style and use to this day. 
 
Q: What’s the most unexpected or amusing thing you've experienced while working on a trial?  
 
A: The most unexpected and amusing thing happened during a jury trial I worked on in federal court when I 
was a fairly young lawyer. The case involved claims against several customers of a brokerage house who 
had refused to pay significant, seven figure margin calls. We represented the plaintiff, the brokerage house. 
One of the defendants had a very distinctive voice. He testified at trial long enough for the jury to become 
very familiar with his voice. Remarkably during his direct and again on cross, he testified unequivocally that 
he had never received any margin calls from the brokerage firm as he had been in the hospital. We asked 
for a recess immediately, which was granted, and my colleague and I ran all over the federal court house 
trying to find some kind of tape player. As was customary, all margin call communications were made on a 
recorded line. Fortunately for us, our client had the tapes of the calls to the defendant in the hospital. We 
finally found someone in the clerk’s office with a boom box who would let us borrow it. We ran back to the 
courtroom with the boom box and confronted the plaintiff with the recording of the margin call from the 
broker to him in the hospital. It was clear that he had received not only that margin call but several others 
from the broker. The jury could hardly keep a straight face during the boom box episode and took no time 
assessing liability against the defendant. 
 
Q: What does your trial prep routine consist of?  
 
A: My trial preparation routine begins in some ways the day I get the case. I assemble the right team and 
get them working together and committed to the cause. Closer to trial, my preparation has multiple phases 
some of which proceed at the same time, while others proceed in stages. Generally, my routine consists of 
1) creating a working set of jury instructions and questions that will provide the legal framework for and 
elements of our claims and defenses and keep us focused on the questions the jury will be asked; 2) 
engaging in an iterative theme and story board process to create our story of the case for the jury. 
 
I usually start with a chronology supported by the key documents and deposition testimony and build on it. 
We try to anticipate our opponent’s arguments and cross and build the responses into the story. Once the 
story is generally built, we decide what graphics, animations or other teaching aids will be needed and get 
them built. We also match witnesses and key documents with facets of the story and assign responsible 
lawyers to each. Direct and cross is prepared and refined and the trial graphics and documents to be used 
are assembled. Usually there is a significant winnowing process as we continuously simplify the story and 
streamline the presentation to make sure it is crisp, persuasive and powerful and accords with common 
sense. 
 
The voir dire and opening are refined and rehearsed simultaneously. Often we will test themes or 
arguments with firm lawyers or others who are not familiar with the case. I will often use mock jury studies 
at or near the end of the story building process. On the legal side, we prepare in advance our legal 
memoranda to support the admission or exclusion of evidence and prepare whatever motions and bench 
memos we anticipate needing. Clear and frequent communication among the team is critical as trial nears. 
 
Having the team and systems in place well before trial is essential. And perhaps most important, we make 



 

 

sure sufficiently in advance that we are familiar with all the applicable courtroom procedures, features 
(including what electronics are available, how they work, etc.) and requirements and that we have a good 
and courteous line of communication established with the courtroom personnel. The client is involved in as 
much of this routine as it desires, and of course, if co-counsel are involved, their participation is 
appropriately integrated. Finally, when trial starts my client, my team and I take a collective deep breath 
and remember to keep our arms and legs inside the ride. 
 
Q: If you could give just one piece of advice to a lawyer on the eve of their first trial, what would it be?  
 
A: Recognize that only you know how you planned to present your case and regardless of what happens, 
finish as if you had planned it that way. No one else knows that what you planned is not how it happened. 
And it never happens exactly the way you plan. 
 
Q: Name a trial attorney, outside your own firm, who has impressed you and tell us why.  
 
A: Ralph Carrigan impressed me for a number of reasons. He was a superb storyteller, who distilled a case 
into a simple, believable and compelling narrative. He was able to authentically display the full panoply of 
emotions before the jury — sympathetic when appropriate, and righteously indignant when necessary. 
Juries empathized and connected with Ralph. He was credible, professional, polite, captivating and 
persuasive. As the trial progressed, you could see the jury turn and follow Ralph’s lead —in the end, people 
in the courtroom wanted Ralph and his team to win. 
 
The opinions expressed are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the firm, its 
clients, or Portfolio Media Inc., or any of its or their respective affiliates. This article is for general 
information purposes and is not intended to be and should not be taken as legal advice.  
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